Were you ever in a real live strawberry patch, when the ground was almost covered with fruit and looked down on the big, red, luscious berries peeping from beneath almost every leaf as though to say "won't you have one of us?" Or have you ever gathered them fresh from the garden, taken them home and served with cream? If you have never enjoyed these privileges we want to say that you don't know the strawberry-and that until you do go out into your own bed you won't appreciate them.
Science is more and more telling us that fruit is one of the most essential elements for a healthful balanced ration, and that the strawberry is one of the most important -"Health is wealth," therefore, plant plenty of it and be rich.
There are few fruits, if any, that succeed over such a wide territory as the strawberry. They may be grown by anyone almost anywhere. To the beginner with moderate outlay they offer opportunities unequalled by few garden pursuits. When correctly manipulated, they often more than pay in one year's crop for the ground they occupy.
Profits from two to three hundred dollars per acre are not unusual, and we recommend this for the careful consideration of those who are draining their land with corn, tobacco, etc.
To the amateur with a small back yard they form a delightful, healthful recreation with great compensation.
To the specialist they add a means of livelihood, and it is not strange why he continues to follow the pursuit year after year -"There is a reason."
In other words it is the fruit for the masses, and should form a part of every wellregulated home. Plants reasonable, easily cultivated, early to produce returns, profitable, healthy and reliable. Why shouldn't fine, high-colored strawberries for canning, preserving, and to serve with cream, find a ready and welcome place, when they can be had so easily?
The Soil-Any soil that will grow potatoes will also produce strawberries. They are by no means exacting. However, the early kinds do best on a lighter soil, while the later varieties, on a whole, do best on lower, heavy soil, Aroma being an exception. In growing-strawberries it must be remembered that in six weeks from blossoming the crop is produced; therefore, the soil should be kept well fertilized and have an abundance of available plant food that may be easily assimilated. Plow early to conserve the moisture; pulverize thoroughly before planting; care for as directed, and patience will bring a perfect reward. However, let us caution thus: Never plant immediately following sod; the white grub usually so prevalent thereafter will frequently almost destroy an entire bed. It We advise using one kind Mammoth Pearl "I honestly believe mine will -Dr. H. M. Marsh, Oct. 24, 1914. average a bushel to every sixteen to twenty hills."
The Mammoth Pearl Potato
The history of the Mammoth Pearl Potato might seem to many like a romance-but in describing it we are only going to place the facts before our customers, and guarantee that we can prove each and every statement as made.
In the spring of 1912 we came into possession of a bushel of potatoes, from J. T. Bailey, Anderson County, sent in exchange for a bushel of Irish Cobbler. He said that it was an old late variety that should not be planted until the ground became warm, or about June 15th-was one in which he had great faith, as he had never failed in all the years he had planted it, and that it was worthy of wider distribution. We must confess that we planted them with much less care or expectation than many other high-priced varieties we had tested.
One-half of this bushel was planted about June 10th and the other half about July 15th (at the same time we planted second crop seed). We were surprised at the size and vigor of the young sprouts just coming through the soil-the perfect stand and the subsequent rank, healthy growth which attained a height of 3 to 3Y2 feet. We grappled in the hills during the summer and knew that they were holding their own, but were amazed at harvesting time at the quantity, size, smoothness, absence of small potatoes and general excellency of the variety. After measuring the ground upon which they were planted, we found that we had made more than 300 bushels per acre.
We began to dream-a potato that could be planted after corn and oats and other farm crops were in; a variety that comes up strong with large, robust vines in which no crab grass could ever compete, as they shade the whole ground, thereby making digging easy; a potato that stayed green until frost killed them; a potato that produced five or six large tubers in a hill with very few small ones; a potato that would keep in a cool cellar until May 1st without sprouting, and to cap the climax, a fine eating potato. 
